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ABSTRACT 
Spectral bounds are obtained for a type of Z-matrix using Perron-Frobenius theory 
on the inverse. These lead to spectral bounds for nonnegative matrices and M-matrices. 
These results are then extended using the result of Rothblum and Tan concerning the 
coefficient of ergodicity of a nonnegative matrix. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout we deal with n X rz real nonnegative matrices and n X n real 
Z-matrices, i.e. matrices whose off-diagonal elements are nonpositive. 
By the Perron-Frobenius theorem, if B is nonnegative (i.e. B > 0), then 
p(B), the spectral radius of B, is an eigenvalue of B of maximum modulus. 
Thus, in the literature that concerns the localization of eigenvalues of square 
nonnegative matrices, much attention has been devoted to determining upper 
bounds on the moduli of the remaining eigenvalues, i.e. the identification of a 
disk centered at the origin which includes all the eigenvalues of the corre- 
sponding matrix except the eigenvalue of largest modulus. There have also 
been studies directed toward the identification of sets which contain these 
same eigenvalues but which have a different geometry than that of a disk 
centered at the origin; the purpose of this paper is to make a further 
contribution in this latter direction. 
Notethatif B>,Oisirreducibleand Bx=p(B)x,wherex=(xi,...,x,)r 
> 0, then Be = p(B)e, where B = D-‘BD, D = diag(x, ,..., rn), and e = 
(I,..., 1)r. Hence, we may consider the nonnegative matrix B to be general- 
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ized stochastic in trying to localize its eigenvalues, and most of the prior 
results on localization of the eigenvalues of a nonnegative matrix are stated 
for stochastic matrices. 
Frechet [8, 91 showed that all the eigenvalues of a stochastic matrix B lie 
in the interior or on the boundary of the circle 
IZ - b,,l< l- b,,, (1.1) 
where b,, is the smallest element of the main diagonal. Dmitriev and Dynkin 
[5] proved that no eigenvalue of a stochastic matrix of order less than or equal 
to n can lie in the interior of the segments bounded by the unit circle and the 
chords joining the point z = 1 with the points z = exp(27ri/n) and z = 
exp( - 2-x+/n), and that any other point of the sector - 2v/n < arg z < 
2r/n, including the chords, can be an eigenvalue. Brauer [1] showed that all 
the eigenvalues of a stochastic matrix B lie in the interior or on the boundary 
of the oval of Cassini: 
1~” - biillz - bjjl < (l- b,,)(l- bjj), (1.2) 
where bii and bjj are the two smallest elements of the main diagonal. If 
b,, # b,,, then the oval lies in the interior of Frechet’s circle. Lastly, Deutsch 
and Zenger [4] showed that if B satisfies Be = p(B)e, then all eigenvalues 
(other than p(B)) lie in 
G(B) = U G,,(B) 
i, k 
it-k 
0.3) 
with Gjk(B) = { mik + urik + &jk 1 z E Z, IuI < l}, where 
mik := $( a,, + ukk - uik - a,,), 
hi, := Ia,, + uik - uki - u,,l, 
dik’=i ,~,l’(j-akjlr 
I+’ 
j+k 
r,, := dik - ;hik, 
.z:= {z:lz-;I<l, IZ++I<l}. 
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Fiedler and Ptak [7, Theorem 4.81 showed that if A = (aij) = tZ - B, 
where B >, 0 and t > p(B) (i.e., A is an M-matrix) and a = max{ a,, }, then 
sp A, the spectrum of A, is contained in the circle with the center a and 
radius p(aZ - A). Following Fiedler and Ptak, we let K denote the class of 
M-matrices and K, denote the closure of K, i.e. K, = {A E 2 1 A = tZ - B 
where B >, 0 and t > p(B)}. 
For B > 0, we shall let p,(B), 1~ k < n, denote the maximum spectral 
radius of all k x k principal submatrices of B. N,-matrices were defined by 
Johnson [Ill to be matrices A of the form A = tZ - B where B >, 0 and 
p,_ i(B) < t < p(B). It is well known that if B > 0, then 
Moreover, if B > 0, then the inequalities are strict. Also, it is well known that 
if B > 0 is irreducible, then p,_ i( B) < p(B); however, the other inequalities 
in (1.4) are not necessarily strict. To illustrate this, consider 
Here, pi(B) = pz( B) = 4. 
Fan [6] examined those matrices in 2 whose determinant is negative, 
whose principal minors of order n - 1 are negative, and whose principal 
minors of order n - 2 or less are positive. Following this vein for n > 3, 
Johnson [ 1 l] examined those matrices A such that 
(i) A E 2, 
(ii) all principal submatrices of order n - 2 or less are in K,, and 
(iii) at least one principal submatrix of order n - 1 is in N,. 
In Section II we note that for n > 3 this is equivalent to A having the form 
A=tZ-B where B>O and P,_e(B)<t<p,_,(B), and we call such a 
matrix an F,-matrix in honor of Fan. Johnson [lI, Theorem 3.11 then proved 
the following result: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let M be a matrix satisfying (i), (ii), (iii), and n > 3. Zf 
M is nonsingular, then det M < 0 and M-’ E Z with at least one positive 
diagonal entry. 
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Concerning the spectrum of Na-matrices, the author [12, Theorem 2.21 
proved the following result: 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A he an N@uztrix with n(A) the negative root of 
minimum modulus, let a = max{ aii }, and let 
R(A)= {zEC:Iz-al<a-n(A), IzI>, -n(A)}. 
Then R(A) contains the spectrum of A. 
In Section II bounds on the spectrum of an Fe-matrix F = SZ - B where 
B > 0 and P,,-JB) < s <p,_,(B) are obtained in terms of p,-,(B), p,-i(B), 
and p(B) by applying Perron-Frobenius theory to F-i. These bounds lead 
directly to bounds on the real eigenvalues of a nonnegative matrix. In Section 
III, using Theorem 1.2 and the results on &-matrices obtained in Secticn II, 
bounds are obtained for the spectrum of both a nonnegative matrix B and an 
M-matrix A = tZ - B, where B > 0 and t > p(B), in terms of p,_,(B), 
p,_,(B), and p(B). These results are then extended using the results of 
Rothblum and Tan [lo] concerning the coefficient of ergodicity of a nonnega- 
tive matrix. Lastly, an example is given in Section III which illustrates these 
bounds. 
II. F,-MATRICES 
We first prove the following characterization of F,-matrices. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose n > 3. Then M E F, if and only if M = tZ - B 
where P,_,(B) 6 t < P,_~(B). 
Proof. First suppose that M E F,; then 
(i) M E Z, 
(ii) all principal submatrices of order n - 2 or less are in K,, and 
(iii) at least one principal submatrix of order n - 1 is in N,. 
Now by (i), M=tZ-B for some B>O. If t&p,_,(B), then MEN, or 
M E K,, which contradicts (iii). If t < P,_~( B), let B, be an (n - 2) x (n - 2) 
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submatrix of B such that p( B,) = pn_s( B). Then the (n - 2) x (n - 2) princi- 
pal submatrix M, = tZ - B, of A4 is not in K,, which contradicts (ii). Thus, 
p,, _ s( B) Q t < p,, _ i(B). Obviously the converse holds. n 
We note that this disproves a counterexample given by Johnson [ll, 
p. 2131. 
It was shown by the author in [12, Theorem 2.51 that each F,-matrix C 
has exactly one negative eigenvalue n(C). Using this, we now prove: 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose n >, 3. Let C be a singular F,-matrix, say C = 
Ccij)' tZ - B, where B 2 0 and p,_,(B) < t < p,_l(B). Then t = p,_,(B). 
Proof. Since C is singular, t E sp B. Suppose t > P,_~( B); then the 
F,-matrix G = p, ~ & B)Z - B has two negative eigenvalues, namely pn _ s( B) 
- p(B) and p, J B) - t, which is a contradiction. n 
Immediately we have the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose B > 0 is irreducible. Zf X is a real eigenvalue 
of B and X # p(B), then A lies in the interual (- p(B), P”_~(B)]. 
Proof. Since B > 0 is irreducible, each real eigenvalue h such that 
X # p(B) lies in the interval ( -p(B), p(B)). By the lemma, A 4 
(p,_,(B), p,_,(B)). Further, X 4 [p,_,(B), p(B)), since tZ - B is a (nonsin- 
gular) iV,-matrix for each t E [ pn_ 1( B), p(B)). n 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Consider the symmetric matrix 
The eigenvalues of B are A, = A, = 1 and A, = p(B) = 10. Note that 1 E 
( - p(B), p,(B)] = ( - 10,5], as guaranteed by Corollary 2.3. 
We now obtain bounds on the spectrum of an F,-matrix. Here, (n) = 
{l,W,..., n ), and C( i, i) denotes the (n - 1) X (n - 1) minor of C obtained 
by deleting the ith row and the ith column. 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let C E F,, where n >, 3; say C = (cij) = tl - B, where 
B>O and p,_z(B)<t <p,_,(B). Then n(C)= t -p(B), and for all 
A E sp c, 
(i) ]A - c] < c - n(C), where c = max{ cii}, and either 
(ii) [A - A,1 >, rl, where [with y = max{C(i, i)/det C}] 
hl= _ Yb(C)12 
1 - 2yn( C) 
and 
n(C) [w(C) - 11 
r1 = 
1-2yn(C) ’ 
if C is nonsingular, or 
lar (iii) ]A - A,] > r2, where A, = n(C)/2 and r2 = - n(C)/2, if C is singu- 
Proof. Suppose that C = tZ - B where B > 0 and p,-J B) < t < 
pnpl(B). Then n(C)=t-p(B). Let c=max{cii}. Since cl-C>O, all 
eigenvalues of cl - C have modulus less than or equal to the Perron root of 
CI - C, i.e., ]c - A] < p(cZ - C) = c - n(C) for all h E sp C, which estab- 
lishes (i). 
If C is nonsingular, then C1 = (ci)) E Z with at least one positive 
diagonal entry, and det C < 0 by Theorem 1.1. Let y = max{ c!‘~ } = 
max{ C(i, i)/det C} > 0. Now yZ - C’ > 0, and thus if p E sp{ yZ - C’}, 
then ]p]< p(yZ - C-l) = y - l/n(C). It can be shown that the circle 
(X - r)2 + y2 = s2 is transformed into the circle 
under the transformation u + iu = l/(x + iy). In our case, with p = x + 
iyEspC’ and X=l/p=l/(x+iy)=u+ivEspC, we have r=y 
and s = y - l/n(C), and it then follows by direct computation that if 
X E spC, then ]A - A,] > rl, where A,= - y[n(C)12/[1 - 2yn(C)] and 
rl = n(C)[yn(C) - l]/[l- 2yn(C)], which establishes (ii). 
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Now, to establish (iii), suppose that C is singular. By Lemma 2.2, 
C=p_a(B)Z-B. Let C(i,,i,)=min{C(i,i)) <O,andlet (Y= {i:C(i,i)= 
C( i,, i,)}. There exists a positive number e such that for all s E (0, e), 
(a) C + sZ is a nonsingular F,-matrix, 
(b) P,,+JB) < t + s < p,-,(B), and 
(c) (C+sZ)(i,i)<(C+sZ)(j,j)foralli~~~and j~(n)\c~. 
By Theorems 1.1 and 2.1, (C + sZ)- ’ E 2 with at least one positive diagonal 
element and det(C + sZ) < 0. Let 
and 
i 
(c+sz)(i,i) 
d,,=max{djy’} =max det(C+sz) >O. 
i 
Note that this maximum occurs for some i E a. Then, d,Z - (C + sZ)-’ > 0 
and hence p(d,SZ -(C + sZ)-‘) = d, - l/[n(C + sZ)], which in turn implies 
that if pEsp{d,Z-(C+sZ)-‘}, then ]p]<d,-l/[n(C+sZ)]. It then 
follows (again by direct computation) that if X E sp{ C + sZ }, then ]A - p,] > 
r,, where 
n(C+sZ)=pn_2(B)+s-p(B), 
d,[n(C+sZ)]’ 
“= - l-2d,n(C+sZ)’ 
and 
n(C+ sZ)[d,n(C+ sZ) -11 
r, = 
1 - 2d,n(C + sZ) ’ 
Now as s approaches O+, det(C+sZ) approaches OV, (C+sZ)(i,i) ap- 
proaches C(i,, i,) for all i E a, and n(C + sZ) approaches n(C)‘. Thus, d, 
approaches + 00, which implies pLs approaches n(C)/2 and r, approaches 
- n(C)/2, and (iii) follows. H 
We note that n(C) is the leftmost point of the circular region in all three 
cases of Theorem 2.1, and (by the Perron-Frobenius theorem) if C is 
irreducible, then equality holds in (i) or (ii) if and only if X = n(C). 
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Following Rothblum and Tan [lo], let P be an n X n nonnegative, 
irreducible matrix having spectral radius p, and let w E K! n be a positive 
right eigenvector of P corresponding to the eigenvalue p. For a norm ]I ]I 
defined on Iw”, define the coefficient T,, ,,(P) by 
where I] yrll = I]yl]. Let E(P), the coefficient of ergodicity of P, be defined by 
Rothblum and Tan [lo, Theorem 3.11 showed that E(P) < 7,, ,,( P) for any 
norm I] 11 defined on W “. In particular, if TV corresponds to the I, norm 
on Iw” and w=(w,,..., w,,)~ is a positive right eigenvector of P correspond- 
ing to the eigenvalue p, they showed [lo, Corollary 4.21 that 
0) = max ClwjPik - wiPjkl . i.j=l....,n k i#j 
Thus, if we use r,, ,,( P) in the proof of Theorem 2.5(i) and (ii) rather than the 
Perron-Frobenius bound p(P), we obtain the sharper bounds on {A 1 h E sp F, 
A # t - p(B)} as follows: 
(i’) ]c - A] =G 71, ,,W - C) = T,; 
(ii’) ]A - X,1 >, r,, where 
T,= T,, ,,(d -C-l), 
with 
C(i, i) 
y=m= detC 
i 1 . 
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III. M-MATRICES AND NONNEGATIVE MATRICES. 
We next examine the spectrum of irreducible M-matrices. As mentioned 
before, (i) was done by Fiedler and PtBk. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be an irreducible n x n M-matrix where n > 3, (say 
A = tZ - B where B > 0 and t > p(B)), and let a = max{ a,,}. Then, each 
A E sp A satisfies 
(i) Ih-algp(aZ-A)=a+p(B)-tand 
(4 IX - (t - P,-l(W)I > p(B) - p,-,(B). 
Further, ifp,_,(B) < pnpI(B) and F = p,_JB)Z - B, then either 
(iii) IX -(t - p,,_&B)+ A,)1 >, rl 
F(i,i) 
y=mm detF 
i 1 y 
v[n(F>12 
if F is nonsingular, where 
n(F) = P,-,(B) -P(B), 
J n(F) [P(F) - 11 
A~= - I_2yn(F) p ana rl= 
1-2yn(F) ’ 
or 
(iv> IA - {t - h2(W + dBW)l 2 [P(B) - P,-,(B)I/~ if F h 
singular. 
Proof. Let A = tZ - B be irreducible, where B 2 0 and t > p(B). 
Since B is irreducible, p(B)-p,_JB)>O. Let C=p,_,(B)Z-B=A+ 
(p,_,(B) - t)Z. Then C is an Qmatrix with n(C)=p,_,(B)-p(B). By 
Theorem 1.2, all p E sp C satisfy 
(i’) (p - Cl G c - n(C) and 
(ii’) 1~1 2 - n(C), 
where c= max{cii} = max(aii}+ p,_XB)- t =a +I>,_XB)- t. Thus,each 
X E sp A satisfies 
(i) IX - al <a + p(B) - t = p(aZ - A) and 
(ii) IX - [t - P,-LB)11 > P(B) - P,-I(~ 
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Now awme p,_,(B) < p,_,(B), and let F = p,_,(Z?)Z - B = A + 
(p,_,(B) - t)Z. Then is an Fe-matrix with = p,_,(B) p(B). Thus, 
Theorem 2.5, each E spA satisfies either 
(iii) -(t - ~,_a(B)-t X,)1 ri if is where 
and r = n(F)[yn(F) - 11 
1 1-2yn(F) ’ 
or 
(iv) IX - (t - [p,-,(B) + P(WI/~II a [P(B) - P,-~(WI/~ if F is 
singular. n 
We note that equality holds in (i), (ii), or (iii) if and only if X = t - p(B), 
and that t - p(B) is the leftmost point of the circular region in all four cases 
of Theorem 3.1. 
For an irreducible M-matrix A, denote by y(A) the region defined in 
Theorem 3.1 by (i), (ii), and either (iii) or (iv). If A is an arbitrary M-matrix, 
there is a permutation matrix P such that 
PAPT = 
A,, A,, . . . A,, 
0 A, . . . A,, 
. . . . 
. . 
0 . . .OA,, 
where each Aij is an irreducible ni X ni M-matrix, 1~ i < m. Then sp A c 
‘Jzly(Aii). 
By an analogous argument we have the following theorem for irreducible 
nonnegative matrices. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let B = (bij) be an irreducible n X n nonnegative matrix 
where n 2 3, and let b = min{ bii}. Then, each X E sp B satisfies 
(9 IX - bl Q p(B) - b, 
(4 IX - P,-,(@I > ~(4 - I>,-XW, 
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and ifp,-a(B) < p,_r(B) and F = p,_,(B)Z - B, either 
(iii) IX - [p,-,(B) - A111 >, rl if F is nonsingular, where 
x = _ YbW2 
1 
und r = n(F)b@) - 11 
1 - 2yn( F) ’ 1 1-2yn(F) ’ 
(iv) ]h - [p,_,(B) t p(B)]/21 > [p(B) - p,_,(B)]/2 ifF is singular. 
Equality holds in (i), (ii), and (iii) ifund only if h = p(B). 
Note that p(B) > p,-,(B) > p,_,(B) > p,(B) > b and thus 
p(B)-hap(B)-p,_,(B) and p(B)-b>r,> 
P(B) - P”P2W 
2 . 
Therefore, since p(B) is the rightmost point of all the circles, the circular 
region in (i) contains the interior and boundary of the circular regions in (ii) 
and (iii) or (iv). Also, the spectrum of an arbitrary nonnegative matrix can be 
bounded in a manner identical to the one used for arbitrary M-matrices. 
We remark that by utilizing the bound r,, ,,(P) for an irreducible, nonneg- 
ative matrix P we can improve Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in a manner similar to 
that given for F,-matrices subsequent to Theorem 2.5. For example, for 
Theorem 3.2 with F = p, _2( B)Z - B nonsingular we obtain the following: for 
each XES~B with X+p(B), 
(i’) IX - h] 6 r,, ,,( B - M )> 
(ii’) IX-R-~WI~ {7,, II([B-P,-I(B)Zl-‘)}-‘, 
(iii’) IX - [P”_~(B) - hr]] > rl, where 
T 
r1=I’2-- 
T=Q ,,(yZ-F-l), 
24 
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. 
The following example illustrates Theorem 3.2. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Consider the matrix 
1 
B=3 i 
2 2 
11. 
1 3 1 I 
Both the Frechet and Brauer bounds yield the circular region { z : Iz - l( < 4}, 
and the Dmitriev-Dynkin bounds yield the region inside the circle { z : 1 z 1 < 5) 
but not in the interior of the region bounded by the circle and the chords 
joining z = 5 with the points z = 5exp(2ri/3) and Z = 5exp( - 2ri/3). 
Obviously p,, _ a( B) = pr( B) = 1, and direct computation yields pn ~ I(B) = 
pa(B) = 1 + 6. Since B is generalized stochastic, p1 = p(B) = 5 and the 
other eigenvalues of B are calculated to be pa = - 1 + i and pa = - 1 - i. 
Also, 
i 
0 -2 -2 
F=p,,_,(B)Z-B= -3 0 -1 
-1 -3 0 
and direct computation yields n(F) = - 4, det F = - 20, y = 3, A, = - 3, 
and rr = g. By (i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorem 3.2, each h E sp B satisfies 
(a) JX - II< 4, 
(b) Ih-(l+fi)I>4-6,and 
(c) IX + %I > z. 
The upper-half-plane portion of this region is depicted as the shaded portion 
of Figure 1. 
To improve these bounds consider 
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Then 
1 3 6+2& 2+2&? 
-c-‘= 
5(4+&q 
1+3& 
4 S+v% 1 9 9+& 2+3& 0 
and direct computation yields T~( - C-l) = (9 - &)/25 = 0.2620, which in 
Theorem 3.2(Z) yields 
/h-(l++$=3.8165 for AEspB\{p(B)}. 
Moreover, 
so that 
-6 -2 
2 -6 > 
-2 6 1 
‘3 6 2 
1 4 6 
,9 2 0 
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FIG. 2. 
Direct computation yields rr(yZ - F-‘) = t, and substituting this into Theo- 
rem 3.2(iii’), we get 
IA - 712 y for AEspB\{p(B)}. 
Lastly, since r,(B) = 2, we have 1x1 < 2 for X E sp B\p{ B}. 
The upper-half-plane portion of this region is depicted as the shaded 
portion of Figure 2. 
To compute the Deutsch-Zenger bounds for B, we note that 
n1,2 = - 2, r12 = ;, h,, = 1, d,, = 2, 
1n,3 = - $, r13 = ;, h,, = 1, d,, = 1, 
m 22= -1, r -1 23- ) ha, = 2, d,, = 2, 
so that for 2 = {z: IZ - $1 Q 1, 1.~ + ;I G l}, 
G,,= { -;+;u+z:zEZ, IuI<l}, 
G,,= { -$+;u+z:zEZ, lul<l}> 
G,= { -l+u+2z:zEz, lul<l}. 
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The upper-half-plane portion of the region G(B) = G,, U G,, U G, inter- 
sected with IzI < rr( B ) = 2 is depicted as the shaded portion of Figure 3, and 
we note that the region given in Figure 2 is significantly smaller. 
Immediately we have a refinement of Corollary 2.3. 
FIG. 3. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose that B > 0 is irreducible, b = min{ bii }, and 
X # p(B) is a real eigenvalue of B. Then, 
(i) - p(B)+2b < A < p(B), 
(ii) X G 2p,_,(B) - P(B), 
and if p,_,(B) -C p,_,(B) and F = p,_,(B)Z - B, either 
(iii) X =G pnP2(B) + [P,~~(B) - ~(B)l/{l + ~Y[P(B) - P,~AB)II < 
p, _2( B), where y = max{ F( i, i)/det F }, if F is nonsingular, or 
(iv) X < pn_& B) if F is singular. 
On the other hand, if p,_,(B) = p,_,(B), then 
(v) X < P,&B). 
Proof. (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) follow directly from Theorem 3.2. To prove 
(v) assume p,_JB) = p,_,(B). If p,_,(B) = p(B), then A <p,_,(B) = p(B) 
by assumption. If p,_ 1( B) < p(B), assume that pn_ 1( B) Q h < p(B). Then 
AZ - B E N,, which implies that AZ - B is nonsingular and hence that 
A P spB. Thus, X < p,,p2(B). 
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We note that these could be refined further using Theorem 3.2 (i’), (ii’), 
and (iii’). 
Considering Example 2.4 again, direct computation yields b = min b,, = 2, 
p,(B)=5, &B)=9, p(B)=lO, and y=O.9. Thus, if XES~B and A# 
p(B), then by Corollary 3.4 we have - 6 < X Q 4.5. 
The author greatly appreciates the diligence of the referee in reviewing 
this manuscript. 
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